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BRANDY VAUGHAN’S DEATH STILL
UNDISCLOSED + THE REALITY OF OUR
HEALTH
 DECEMBER 11, 2020

 CAP ALLON

Brandy Vaughan, the founder of the non-pro t antipharmaceutical movement Learn the Risk, has passed away
at the age 47.
Vaughan described herself as a “former pharmaceutical
insider on a mission to create a healthier world one person at
a time by educating on the real risks of pharma drugs and
vaccines.”

DR ROY SPENCER

LATEST ARCTIC SEA ICE
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When working in the pharma industry, Brandy sold Vioxx, a
painkiller that was found to double the risk of stroke and
heart attacks.
“From that experience, I realized that just because
something is on the market doesn’t mean it’s safe,” Brandy
said: “Much of what we are told by the healthcare industry
just simply isn’t the truth.”
It has not been revealed how Brandy died.
Since the announcement of her death earlier in week,
thousands of tributes have poured in with many thanking
https://electroverse.net/the-reality-of-our-health/
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her for “ ghting the tough ght against big Pharma!”
Another woman wrote: “A true hero, inspiring me to learn
more and be braver. The time I had to learn from her and to
chat with her and made a lasting impact. Her legacy will live
on and on. May she receive justice.”
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Dr. Judy Mikovits posted a tribute on Twitter, asking that
people give what they can to the gofundme page setup in
Brandy’s honor, to help support her website and survived
young son (the page has since inexplicably been removed):

Judy A. Mikovits PhD
@DrJudyAMikovits

It is with a very sad heart I say “goodbye for now” to my
good friend and warrior sister Brandy Vaughn. Please give
what you can
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In Honor Of Brandy Vaughan & LearnTheRisk, organized by Tina Marie
My good friend Brandy Vaughan of Learn The Risk has passed. I want to
confirm her… Tina Marie needs your support for In Honor Of Brandy …
gofundme.com
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509 people are Tweeting about this

Brandy had long-feared for her own life.
Her activist e orts regularly put her in the path of Big
Pharma, and she lived with the constant fear of being
poisoned.
So concerned was Brandy that she was prompted to post
‘these ten facts’ on her Facebook page, and urged her
followers to screenshot them for the record.
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Number 8 on the list reads:
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OVERVIEW

SWPC / NOAA

DECEMBER 11:
UK’s highest recorded
temperature for this day
was the 17.7C (63.9F) set at
Penkridge (Sta s) in 1994.
Climate is cyclic, never
linear.

Number 9 reads ‘there have been many on this mission or a
similar one that have been killed’ — and one such person
was a “Dr. Ben” who Brandy, in a text message to friend Dr.
Shannon Kroner, wrote of how she was upset and concerned
regarding the consequences of his untimely death:

https://electroverse.net/the-reality-of-our-health/
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And the following was re-posted just a few days ago:

https://electroverse.net/the-reality-of-our-health/
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To date, Brandy’s cause of death has still not been revealed.
And while completely speculative, Mitchell Rose on Twitter
could-well have it right:

Mitchell Rose
@Mitchel34900955

RIP Brandy Vaughan most likely killed by big pharma for
being a good person. Check out the comments from 2019
she made about if anything ever happened to her.
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9:05 PM · Dec 8, 2020
100

60 people are Tweeting about this

Compelling videos, posts, and articles on the subject are
being removed left-right-and-center across social media
platforms, as well as from YouTube:

In today’s world, where large corporations and pro t rule,
the truth has become harder than ever to obtain, but please
keep the faith, we’re breaking through…

THE REALITY OF OUR HEALTH
[The below is lifted directly from Brandy Vaughn’s website
learntherisk.org]
The United States is sicker than ever.
The U.S. spends more than any other country on
healthcare yet has more chronic health issues than any other
country. Half of all adults in the U.S. have a chronic illness,
and nearly half will eventually die of cancer. We are exposed
to a cocktail of synthetic chemicals from birth: polluted air
and water and processed food laced with pesticides, to which
we add pharmaceutical drugs, including vaccines, into the
mix.
Pharmaceutical drugs and vaccines contain multiple
synthetic chemicals that should NEVER be put into the body.
They are part of the reason we have skyrocketing chronic
health issues that have somehow become the new “normal”
in our society. But this is not normal. And science is clear:
Most, if not all, of these health issues, can be linked to
pharmaceutical treatments and drugs. In fact, the health care
system is now the leading cause of death in the U.S.
THE U.S. HEALTHCARE SYSTEM IS A LEADING CAUSE OF
DEATH
A 2016 report from Johns Hopkins School of Medicine shows
that medical errors in hospitals and other healthcare
https://electroverse.net/the-reality-of-our-health/
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facilities are incredibly common, and may now be the thirdleading cause of death in the United States — claiming
251,000 lives every year, more than respiratory disease,
accidents, stroke and Alzheimer’s.
Moreover, a 2014 study found that prescription drugs are
now the fourth leading cause of death in the US. The Harvard
study reported 2.74 MILLION serious adverse drug reactions
per year come from properly prescribed drugs. And about
106,000 people DIE EVERY YEAR from drugs prescribed to
them.
In addition to pharmaceutical drugs and medical error,
vaccines are put into the mix. Vaccines do not create
immunity, they create customers. It’s the best business
model in the world. It keeps people coming back for more –
forever.
There are multiple toxic ingredients in vaccines — some
known to cause cancer and autoimmune disorders. These
toxins create health issues that in turn create customers.
The best defense against disease is a healthy, strong immune
system, not overloaded with toxins from food, water, air,
and pharmaceutical products.
For more on what we can do, see learntherisk.org.
And you can support the website here (Brandy’s gofundme
page is inexplicably down, but I will continue searching for a
new one).
Social Media channels are restricting Electroverse’s reach:
Twitter are purging followers while Facebook are labeling
posts as “false” and have slapped-on crippling page
restrictions.
Be sure to subscribe to receive new post noti cations by
email (the box is located in the sidebar >>> or scroll down if on
mobile).
And/or become a Patron, by clicking
here: patreon.com/join/electroverse, and/or consider
“allowing ads” for www.electroverse.net if you use a blocker.
The site receives ZERO funding, and never has. So any way
you can, help us spread the message so others can survive
and thrive in the coming times.
Grand Solar Minimum + Pole Shift
“There is no such thing as a safe vaccine” — Brandy
Vaughan
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Pfizer Clinical Trials [Update]: Two People Die,
Four Develop Bell’s Palsy
The FDA announced on Tuesday that currently
there is not enough research to guarantee the
vaccine’s safety for immunocompromised groups,
pregnant women and children–yet it is still
expected to gain approval on Thursday.
Electroverse
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People who are supporting the democrats, republicans or even
the libertarians or socialists are essentially putting their stamp of
approval on the dirty work being carried out behind the scenes.
Some people do it thru naivete or ignorance while others sweep
the dirty past under the rug. There are a lot of suspicious deaths
over the past decades that have been swept under the rug. Unlike
most people, I don’t forget that past.
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